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WINSORT INPROCESSING: WinSort INProcessing is sorting soft-
ware designed for Inbound Sorting Systems. With several decades of in-
dustry leading experience in sorting systems, Fluence has the widest
range of capabilities for sorting incoming mail, covering several seg-
ments, including: Lockbox/remittance processing; Response manage-
ment for mail and media; Incoming university mail; Incoming corporate
mail; and Incoming government mail.

VOTE BY MAIL (VBM) SOFTWARE: VBM Data Review has been
developed over years of working with county officials, built on platforms
proven through decades of heavy-duty production mail processing.
Fluence Automation offers affordable, practical solutions based on our
advanced sorting platforms, that solve many of the most difficult mail
ballot processing challenges. Unlike others, we design, build, and support
our systems, and therefore control the long-term product direction.

MAINTENANCE SERVICES: Fluence has a nationwide service team,
focused on ensuring that our products provide the best value to our cus-
tomers. Most of our team members have 10+ years of experience and we
pride ourselves in ensuring a strong relationship with our customers. In
addition to the Fluence team, it continues to have a good relationship with
the Bell and Howell service team, to cover areas where Bell and Howell
has better coverage. Fluence products last several decades, often being
used every working day, and sometimes 24 X 7. Some segments have
very critical operational periods such as monthly/ quarterly/ annual state-
ments, or in the case of Vote by Mail, election processing periods. In ad-
dition, some customers have their own in-house technicians, some rely on
us to provide resident technicians while others follow a hybrid approach.

See Fluence's listing in the Barcoding/Sorting Systems section.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-832-4902 or email
info@fluencemail.com or visit fluenceautomation.com.

Fluence FlatsMgr Sorting System

§ NPI
CATEGORY: Incoming Mail Systems

PRODUCT: NPI’s Incoming Automated Mail Sorters

COMPANY: NPI, 14901 Trinity Blvd, Fort Worth, TX 76155. Key
Contact: Michelle Benker. Phone: 888-821-SORT.

DESCRIPTION: NPI has been designing leading-edge mail sorters for
over 35 years, with over 1,000 machines installed worldwide. NPI sets
the standard for affordable, high quality, low maintenance machines,
while meeting the highest expectations in automated mail sorting with the
industry’s most compact design. Our exclusive technology can be config-
ured into a number of modular designs to meet specific customer require-
ments for labor, floor space and cost. NPI’s products include Parcel, Let-
ter and Flat (MLOCR/BCR) sorters with customizable options that’s sup-
ported by 24/7 Service Support.

NPI BARCODE SORTERS: These sorters can be configured to sort in-
coming mail pieces. With database-driven incoming software, customers
can process time-sensitive incoming mail such as lockbox operations and
remittances, reducing cycle times and labor costs. Sort information is re-
trieved from a database and downloaded to the sort computer to target key
fields. Interoffice mail can also be distributed more efficiently using
inter-office software.

See NPI's Omega Sorter listing in Barcoding/Sorting Systems section.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-821-SORT or email
sales@npisorters.com.

§ OPEX Corporation
CATEGORY: Incoming Mail Sorters

PRODUCT: OPEX Incoming Mail Sorters

COMPANY: OPEX Corporation, 305 Commerce Drive, Moorestown,
NJ 08057. Tele: (856) 727-1100. Web: OPEX.com.

FALCON STS: OPEX’s Falcon® STS™ is foundational to the success
of your digital mail solution. This one-of-a-kind, multi-functional device

OPEX Falcon STS

NPI Omega Mixed Mail Sorter (l) and Omega Letter Sorter
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§ Tritek Technologies, Inc.
CATEGORY: Incoming Mail Sorters

PRODUCT: Tritek Sorting & Processing Equipment

COMPANY: Tritek Technologies, Inc., 1-B Medori Boulevard,
Wilmington, DE 19801. Contact: Sales Email: info@tritektech.com
Phone: 302-239-1638.

INBOUND SORTING SYSTEMS: No matter how you flip it, Tritek
equipment can read it, sort it, store it and track it. The Tritek sorting ma-
chine is designed to read the ad-
dress of all mail pieces regardless
of what direction they are fed into
our machine. Tritek has the only
mail processing equipment that
can read envelopes, magazines,
newspapers, poly-wrapped pieces
in any direction in a 12” x 17”
viewing area, without adjust-
ments, even on the front and back-
side of the mail piece! The recog-
nition software captures an image
of the entire document in
grayscale. (Other reading applications can be integrated if desired.) The
image can then be stored and tracked.

INBOUND SORTING FEATURES: Process letters or flats in up to
1024 USPS mail bins. Tritek’s patented transport is the only machine that
can process postcards, letters, flats and newspapers and sort them into
your custom configuration of bins - up to 1024. Reads OCR, barcodes,
type, script font and handwritten addresses. All Tritek sorters feature ad-
vanced Optical Character Recognition and bar code printing capabilities
which enable our systems to automate even hand written addresses and to
print the destination bar code on the mail piece during the sorting process.
Whether your inbound mail address is typed or handwritten, Tritek’s sort-
ing machine can easily read and sort for you! Tritek advanced “read tech-
nology” sorters interpret script fonts and handwritten addresses.

TRITEK COMPACT: The Tritek Compact Series Equipment features
a small footprint size for letter mail, flats and document processing. The
compact design allows for large imaging over 300 dots per inch scanned
omni directionally.
Tritek’s 12” inch by 17”
inch scan area enables en-
tire 8.5” by 11” inch docu-
ments to be scanned. It
also scans legal sized doc-
uments. The Compact se-
ries is designed to time
and date stamp documents
and mail. It is Sarbanes
Oxley compliant - a re-
cord is created and stored
to a file. These records can
then be searched or emailed whenever required. The mail piece is duplex
scanned front and back side as well as documents.

COMPACT ELITE: The Compact Elite is designed for email process-
ing and imaging. The scan area enables complete front and back side im-
aging. These images are stored, time and date stamped for records reten-
tion or email delivery. The small footprint Compact Elite features large
scale imaging in a compact machine size. The Compact Elite is less than

Incoming Mail Sorters

Read Address From Any Direction

Tritek Compact Elite
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is designed for organizations looking to deliver their mail digitally. The
STS allows mail centers to scan mail, apply barcode tracking to each en-
velope and deliver those images to end users. The end user decides what
should be done with each item – for example, Scan and deliver electroni-
cally, Hold for pick up, Forward, or Destroy. These mail pieces are then
sorted on STS per specific instructions from the end user. Mail that is ap-
proved by the end user to be opened and scanned can quickly and easily
be processed on the Falcon STS with Rapid Extraction Desk and deliv-
ered electronically. It’s the mail they need. The way they want it. Deliv-
ered wherever they are.

MAIL MATRIX: Mail Matrix® is truly revolutionary in both form and
function. Using iBOT®s, wireless robotic vehicles, Mail Matrix distrib-
utes a wide variety of mail into a convenient array of delivery bins in a
single pass. With a small footprint, high functionality, and cost-saving ef-
ficiency, Mail Matrix offers a powerful solution that meets the needs of
mail centers in a variety of processing environments including corpora-
tions, universities, hospitals, service bureaus, election agencies,
lockboxes, and many more.

MPS 40: One of the most efficient mailroom sorters in the industry, the
Multi-Purpose Sorter (MPS) 40 can be easily upgraded and expanded as

your business grows. The MPS 40™ is a reliable mail processing solu-
tion, offering OPEX customers greater speed, various options and cus-
tomized configurations. Integrated with OPEX's Exact Sequence Sort™,
the MPS 40 becomes a fully automated mailroom solution for wholesale
lockbox processing.

See OPEX's listings in the Digital Mail Systems, Document Processing,
and Mail Openers/Extractors sections.

CONTACT: To learn more call (856) 727-1100 or vist OPEX.com.

OPEX Mail Matrix

OPEX MPS 40
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